By Wednesday 12th June 2019 you need to have completed the tasks set below— a starter, one main
course, one dessert and one drink. All work must be handwritten, so make sure you pay attention to your presentation,
particularly your spelling, punctuation and grammar—this is partly what your work will be marked on. All
participants will receive 25 house points with the best entry from each class receiving a £5 Tesco voucher.

TV Timetables—Design a timetable for television showing programmes on between 3pm
and 9pm. All programmes must last less than one hour. You must have at least 10 TV programmes
listed. Show the name of the programme, time it begins and the time it ends. Write 3 questions
about your timetable e.g. How long does Catchphrase last? What time does the News begin?

Meat Option

Vegetarian Option

Write a Greek myth. Think
about all of the things you have
learned about Greece so far.
Include an introduction, what is your problem,
how is it resolved, a conclusion to end. Does
your myth have a beast—if so describe it.
Remember to include full stops and capital
letters, paragraphs, exciting vocabulary and
descriptive language.

In History we are going to

Make a Greek theatre
mask that would be worn for
either a comedy or tragedy.
Design it first and then make it—remember
to add plenty of colour to make it stand
out.
Choice 1—

Choice 2— Create a vase that shows a scene

from a myth. Include a mythical beast and a
God. Use Greek geometric patterns
to frame your scene.

be looking at Greek
architecture. Create a model
of a Greek building or draw one. Look at
some books in the library or do some
internet research to see what they look
like.

SMSC— Choice 1— Who inspires
you? Who do you look up to—who is it you
want to be like—and why? It could be a
relative, a friend, someone you know , someone
famous—it is up to you. Write a paragraph about them
and why they inspire you. Think carefully about who
you choose.

SMSC—Choice 2— Brush your teeth. Design a poster
to encourage children to brush their teeth. Include
how often you should brush, which
foods to avoid, how often you visit the
dentist. Make your poster colourful
and interesting.

